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AP Statistics is a rigorous course designed to be the equivalent of a freshman level college statistics course.  The course introduces students 
to the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. Students will observe patterns and departures 
from patterns, decide what and how to measure, produce models using probability and simulation, and confirm models. Appropriate 
technology, from manipulatives to graphing calculators and application software, should be used regularly for instruction and assessment.  
The course is taught according to the outline described for AP Statistics by the College Entrance Examination Board.  Students will be 
required to take the AP Statistics Exam. 
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Needed 

   

3.05 e Simulation of probability distributions, 
including binomial and geometric. 

3.09 a – g   Confidence intervals in 
the context of a problem. 

3.09 h Confidence intervals for 
the slope of the least squares 
line. 

Projects 

3.05 f Mean (expected value) and standard 
deviation of a random variable.  

3.10 a-f Tests of significance. 
3.10 g  Test for the slope of the 
least-squares line. 

Additional Topics beyond the AP 
Curriculum 

3.07 Simulate sampling distributions.    
3.10 h Tests for goodness of fit, 
homogeneity of proportions, and 
independence. 

 

3.08 Central Limit Theorem.  Review for the AP Exam  

3.09 Confidence intervals.    
Chapters 1 – 7    Review 
Chapter 8  The Binomial & Geometric 
                      Distributions 
Chapter 9     Sampling Distributions 
Chapter 10   Introduction to Inference 

Chapter  10  Continued 
Chapter  11  Inference for   
                          Distributions 
Chapter  12  Inference for  
                          Proportions 

Chapter 13  Inference for 
Tables:  Chi-Square Procedures  
 Chapter 14.1 Inference for 
Regression; Inference about the 
Model  

Use text as needed 

 
Text:   The Practice of Statistics, 2nd Edition 

© 2003, W. H. Freeman 
 

Essential Questions should be incorporated into daily math activities in order to engage students in real life problem solving. 
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Univariate Data 
The learner will analyze 
univariate data to solve 
problems. 

 

Data Display & 
Distribution 
The learner will construct and 
interpret displays of univariate 
data to solve problems. 

Data Analysis 
The learner will collect and analyze data to solve problems. 

Bivariate Data 
The learner will analyze bivariate data 
to solve problems. 

4.01 Analyze bivariate data. 
   a) Recognize and analyze 
       correlation and linearity. 

b) Determine the least squares 
regression line. 

c) Create residual plots and 
identify outliers and 
influential points to analyze 
data. 

   d) Use logarithmic and power 
transformations to analyze 
data. 

 

1.01 Summarize 
distributions of 
univariate data by 
determining and 
interpreting measures of 
center, spread, position, 
boxplots, and effects of 
changing units on 
summary measures. 
 
1.02 Analyze 
distribution of 
continuous univariate 
data (both normal and 
non-normal). 
 
 
 
 
 

2.01 Construct and interpret 
graphical displays of 
univariate data. 
 
2.02 Compare distributions 
among sets of univariate 
data. 

3.01 Analyze categorical data. 
3.02 Use and compare methods of data collection. 
3.03 Apply statistical principles and methods in sample 
surveys; identify difficulties. 
3.04 Apply principles and methods in designed 
experiments; identify difficulties. 
3.05 Apply concepts of probability to solve problems. 
a) Relative frequency definition of probability. 
b) Law of large numbers.   
c) Addition rule, multiplication rule, conditional probability, & independence. 
d) Discrete random variables & their probability distributions. 
e) Simulation of probability distributions, including binomial & geometric. 
f) Mean (expected value) & standard deviation of a random variable, including 
binomial. 
g) Mean and standard deviation for sums & differences of independent random 
variables.  

3.06 Use normal distributions as a model for 
distribution. 
   a) Investigate the properties of the normal distribution. 
   b) Use the table of standard normal distribution (Z). 
3.07 Simulate sampling distributions. 
3.08 Use simulations to develop an understanding of the 
Central Limit Theorem and its importance in confidence 
intervals and tests of significance. 
3.09 Recognize, construct and interpret results using 
confidence intervals in the context of a problem. 
a) Single proportions (using Z). 
b) Single means (using Z). 
c) Single means (using t distribution). 
d) Mean differences from paired samples (using t). 
e) Differences between two proportions (using Z). 
f) Differences between two independent means (using Z). 
g) Differences between two independent means (using t). 
h) The slope of the least squares line (using t). 

3.10 Perform tests of 
significance and interpret results 
in the context of a problem. 
a) Logic of significance testing, null & 
alternative hypotheses; p-values; one- and two-
sided tests. 
b) Test for a proportion (using Z). 
c) Test for a mean (using both Z and t). 
d) Test for a mean difference from paired 
samples (using t). 
e) Test for a difference between two proportions 
(using Z). 
f) Test for a difference between two independent 
means (using both Z and t). 
g) Test for the slope of the least-squares line 
(using t). 
h) Tests for goodness of fit, homogeneity of 
proportions, & independence (using chi-square). 

 


